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Abstract

The existence of standard essential patents (SEPs)—and the

associated litigation—has potentially disruptive conse-

quences for the manufacture, marketing and distribution

of complex products that incorporate many patented

standards, for example, information and communication

technology (ICT) products such as smartphones that

incorporate a camera, video, web browser, wireless

communications, text messaging, and so on, as well as an

increasing number of ‘connected’ Internet of Things

products such as wearable devices and ‘smart home’

devices. Indeed, SEP owners may use the patent enforce-

ment system to prevent implementers of these technolo-

gies from bringing to market competing products that use

the same standards. As is known, this raises concerns about

competition in the market and the need to maintain

interoperability to ensure the development of the ICT

industry. One of the legal tools which can be used by

implementers to (try to) neutralise SEP holders' antic-

ompetitive behaviours is the ‘antisuit injunction’ (ASI). ASIs

are not uncommon in common law jurisdictions while they

are foreign to civil law countries within the European Union

(EU). ASIs are particularly useful to SEP implementers when

patent holders disrespect their commitment to license their

patents on a FRAND basis. For example, a judge who is in
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the process of assessing whether the SEP owner complies

with FRAND terms may at the same time grant an ASI to

stop the patentee taking patent infringement actions in

other jurisdictions until the FRAND litigation has been

concluded. In February 2022, the EU filed a complaint at

the World Trade Organization (WTO), arguing that China's

use of ASIs prevents EU‐based companies from properly

protecting their SEPs. Indeed, ASIs have recently been

granted in several Chinese disputes, including in Huawei v

Conversant and Xiaomi v. InterDigital. More specifically,

China's Supreme People's Court held that Chinese courts

can use ASIs to prevent SEP owners from filing disputes in

any foreign courts to enforce their patents; and that

anyone who does not comply with the injunction should be

fined €130,000 per day. In theWTO case the EU notes that

such a case law jeopardises innovation and growth in

Europe, ‘effectively depriving European technology com-

panies of the possibility to exercise and enforce the rights

that give them a technological edge’. From a legal

perspective, according to the EU, China's conduct is in

violation of various Trade‐Related Aspects of Intellectual

Property Rights (TRIPS) provisions, including Article 28

which grants exclusive rights to patent owners. The paper

focuses on this EU–China WTO/TRIPS dispute and more

generally, on the relevance of ASIs within SEP cases.

K E YWORD S

FRAND, patents, standard essential patents antisuit injunction,
TRIPS, WTO

1 | INTRODUCTION

The existence of standard essential patents (SEPs)—and the associated litigation—has potentially disruptive

consequences for the manufacture, marketing and distribution of complex products that incorporate many

patented standards, for example, information and communication technology (ICT) products such as smartphones

that incorporate a camera, video, web browser, wireless communications, text messaging, and so on, as well as an

increasing number of ‘connected’ products such as wearable devices and ‘smart home’ devices. Indeed, SEP owners

may use the patent enforcement system to prevent implementers of these technologies from bringing to market

competing products that use the same standards. As is known, this raises concerns about competition in the market

and the need to maintain interoperability to ensure the development of the Internet of Things industry. One of the
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legal tools which can be used by implementers to (try to) neutralise SEP holders' anticompetitive behaviours is the

‘antisuit injunction’ (ASI).

In general, the past decade has witnessed a sharp increase in litigation over SEPs around the world. Some

national courts have ruled they can set global FRAND rates, the Unwired Planet case in post‐Brexit UK being the

most notable example.1 This approach is controversial and has sparked debates over the ability of national judges to

impose their determination on FRAND terms over foreign courts. ASIs within SEP litigations are also among the

measures which have raised discussions. Such ASIs are contentious because—many commentators note—they

touch on sensitive issues of national judicial sovereignty. Some SEP‐related ASIs have also been followed by anti‐

anti‐suit injunctions (AASIs) and even anti‐anti‐anti‐suit injunctions (AAASIs), which intensify a ‘global race to the

bottom’ and a ‘race to the courthouse’,2 thus stirring jurisdictional ‘jockeying’ between national judges.3 The risk is

that such spiral eventually gets out of control4 and exacerbate geopolitical tensions among the main players of the

global ICT market, that is, China, the United States (US), European Union (EU), and the United Kingdom (UK)

among others.5

This paper focuses on SEP‐related ASIs, the debate around their impact on SEP global litigations and the

EU/China row at the WTO. Chinese courts have recently issued ASIs in high‐profile SEP cases on 3G, 4G and 5G

technologies: Xiaomi v InterDigital,6 Huawei v Conversant,7 OPPO v Sharp8 and Ericsson v Samsung.9 After four

ASIs issued in a short period of time (three of which were in favour of Chinese companies), China has positioned

itself as a major jurisdiction for SEP litigation, in competition with other countries, including the US, Germany as

well as UK (post‐Unwired Planet) and other states.10 As has also been noted, the ‘principal reason’ of the recent

Chinese courts' stance on ASIs is ‘a desire to be the ultimate venue for setting global FRAND licensing rates

between the parties, in response to what it sees as the same approach adopted by US and European courts’.11

Indeed, Chinese courts are known for determining FRAND royalty rates which are lower than those decided by

judges in other countries, which has made China an attractive jurisdiction, especially for SEP implementers. And

some foreign courts have started viewing Chinese ASIs as threats to their own jurisdiction. The EU is particularly

worried. As has been noted,12 the European Commission has highlighted concerns that ‘very broad extraterritorial

antisuit injunctions’ may jeopardise European patent owners competing in the global ICT market.13 Not only the EU

is concerned. The US government has some reservations as well. The US Trade Representative pointed out that

China's growing reliance on ASIs is ‘worrying’. In general, it is feared that ASIs have become a competitive tool used

by China to undervalue foreign patents by establishing lower FRAND rates and protect its telecom companies and

in general its own economic interests.14

Against this background, the article will first briefly introduce ASIs' history and aims (Section 2) and address the

Chinese SEPs disputes which have triggered the WTO case (Section 3). We will then remind that Chinese ASIs,

while being controversial, may not be completely unacceptable also, considering that (i) courts in other countries

such as US and UK have granted them and (ii) they may actually promote rather than jeopardise international

comity (Section 4). Section 5 concludes.

2 | ANTISUIT INJUNCTIONS

An ASI, in its simplest form, is a temporary sanction granted by a court in one country preventing a party from

starting or continuing a parallel action in another forum or jurisdiction.15 In other words, it is a procedural means

aimed to manage multi‐jurisdictional litigation.16 By requiring that disputes be settled in one jurisdiction before

being contested in another, ASIs not only help control litigation costs but also lessen the possibility of contradictory

outcomes.

ASIs are not new. They have long been available, especially in common law countries. They are an equitable

remedy that dates back at least to the 14th century in England. Specifically, the Court of the King's Bench and

the Court of Chancery issued writs of prohibition as the first ASIs to halt litigation while ecclesiastical court cases
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were still ongoing.17 The purpose of these injunctions was to define and uphold the lines of jurisdiction between the

royal courts and the ecclesiastical courts.18 They were considered essential as a result of the ecclesiastical courts'

tendency to see the subject broadly within the scope of their authority, which occasionally differed from that of the

royal courts.19 More recently, ASIs have been issued to defend the English courts' authority to hear cases under

Section 37 of the UK Supreme Court Act. Under this provision, the court has broad authority to issue an injunction

‘in all circumstances in which the court appears to be reasonable and convenient to do so’.20 Likewise, arbitration

agreements have been protected by ASIs under this section, whether for temporary or permanent relief. According

to Lord Hoffmann, ‘the English courts have routinely exercised this authority to give injunctions to prohibit parties

to an arbitration agreement from initiating or continuing actions in the courts of other nation’, as stated inThe Front

Comor case.21 The injunction, intended to prevent the abusive use of this procedural tool within the English system,

was gradually extended to court proceedings outside that area. Subsequently, the use of the injunction was also

permitted to block proceedings before other judicial authorities abroad. The ‘ordinary’ antisuit injunction was then

abolished by Article 24 (5) of the Judicature Act of 1873.22 Since that date, the remedy in question can only be used

to block judicial proceedings initiated abroad.

In the SEPs context, ASIs are usually requested by implementers to pursue similar aims—that is, they avoid

inequities that may arise as a result of forum shopping pursued by SEP holders, thus preventing jurisdictional

conflicts.23 ASIs are important to implementers, especially when they claim that SEP holders have breached their

FRAND licensing obligations.24 Indeed, a court reviewing a SEP holder's compliance with a FRAND license

obligation may issue an injunction to prevent the patent owner from bringing foreign infringement actions

(including injunctions against the sale of infringing products) until the FRAND license dispute is resolved in the

jurisdiction which grants the ASI.

As also mentioned, ASIs are issued most frequently in common law jurisdictions. US courts have resorted to this

tool in SEP disputes, Microsoft v. Motorola being the most prominent case.25 On the other hand, judges in civil law

countries look at ASIs with suspicion,26 considering them an interference by foreign courts.27 Accordingly, courts in

Germany and France adjudicating SEP disputes have started issuing AASIs as counter‐responses to neutralise ASIs

effectiveness.28 (Four AASIs granted by German courts specifically aimed at protecting SEP holders affected by

Chinese ASIs).29

Moreover, within the EU, ASIs are prohibited by the Brussels Regulation on the jurisdiction and the recognition

and enforcement of judgements in civil and commercial matters.30 As the Court of Justice of the European Union

held inTurner in 2004, this type of injunctions in general violate the Brussels Regulation because they constitute an

interference with the jurisdiction of a foreign court.31 It has even been argued that the Brussels Regulation (Article

24) would require judges to issues AASIs if an ASI from other countries deprives them of their exclusive

jurisdiction.32

3 | CHINA'S ASIS AND THE WTO CASE

As mentioned, in a short period of time, Chinese courts, including the Supreme People's Court (SPC) have granted

four ASIs. They have also strengthened such penalties, often set at the highest amount permitted under China's

Civil Procedure Law.

(i) InterDigital v. Xiaomi33 (Wuhan Intermediate People's Court)

On 3rd June 2020, Chinese consumer electronics maker Xiaomi—known for its prominence in the

smartphone industry—initiated proceedings at the Wuhan Intermediate Court, seeking to determine the

FRAND royalty rates for a number of 3G and 4G SEPs owned by US company InterDigital. In response, on 29

July 2020, InterDigital launched an action against Xiaomi at the Delhi High Court,34 alleging infringement of its

Indian patents on 3G and 4G and H.265/HEVC video compression standards.35 According to a regulatory filing,
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InterDigital is ‘seeking […] injunctive relief to prevent further infringement of the litigated patents in India,

unless Xiaomi elects to take a license on terms determined to be FRAND’.36

In the meantime, on 23 September 2020, the Wuhan Court issued an ASI against InterDigital which

effectively prohibited the US company from seeking an injunction against Xiaomi in India. InterDigital was

subject to a penalty of up to one million yuan (125,000€) per day. The Wuhan Court provided a number of

justifications for its decision, stating that InterDigital intentionally started proceedings in India to hinder the

ongoing case in China; the outcome in Delhi might not be reconcilable with the decision in China; the injunction

is needed to safeguard Xiaomi's interests; and that imposing an injunction will not harm InterDigital's

interests.37

Not even a week later, on 29 September 2020, InterDigital—noting that the Chinese order was imposed

with no prior notice and there was no opportunity to be heard in China—responded by filing an AASI

application before the Delhi Court.38 The latter granted the AASI on 9 October 2020, effectively restraining the

defendants from enforcing theWuhan antisuit order until it completed its own proceedings. The court reached

this decision on the basis that ‘public policy trumps the comity principle’.39 (Comity is a self‐imposed obligation

to take into account the laws and judgements of other jurisdictions). On its part, theWuhan Court has seen this

action as a breach of its order. InterDigital's suit in India has been criticised as a ‘deliberate attempt by

InterDigital to scuttle or at least severely (sic) dilute the matter before the Chinese courts’.40

(ii) Conversant v. Huawei and ZTE41 (Supreme People's Court)

Huawei, the world's top smartphone maker in terms of market share, initiated a noninfringement action

against US company Conversant in the Nanjing Intermediate Court on 25 January 2018.42 In the Nanjing

proceedings, Huawei requested a determination of FRAND royalties for a range of SEPs on 2G, 3G and 4G held

by Conversant. On 20 April 2018, Conversant brought a separate action in the Düsseldorf Regional Court,

alleging that Huawei had infringed a number of its German patents. Before the German Court had made a

decision, on 16 September 2019, the Nanjing Court imposed relatively low royalty rates, which prompted

Conversant to appeal the case to the SPC.43

Then, on 27 August 2020, the Düsseldorf Court found that Huawei had infringed Conversant's patent

EP1797659, which Conversant itself had acquired from Nokia in 2014.44 Critically, the Düsseldorf Court

prohibited Huawei's operations within the territory of the country, including the sale of UMTS‐enabled devices

(Universal Mobile Telecommunications Systems), and approved the FRAND terms originally requested by

Conversant (which are nearly 20 times higher than those initially imposed by the Nanjing Court).45

This prompted Huawei to immediately apply for an ASI at the SPC. The latter approved the request, thus

prohibiting Conversant from enforcing the German decision until the SPC reached its own verdict in the

ongoing Chinese proceedings. As in Xiaomi v. InterDigital, the Court imposed a fine of one million yuan a day

for violating the order. Moreover, its justifications are strikingly similar to those provided by theWuhan Court.

The SPC stated that, inter alia, enforcing the German decision would have a negative impact on the Chinese

proceedings; the injunction was necessary to prevent irreparable harm to Huawei; and the Chinese case was

launched before the German case.

(iii) OPPO v. Sharp46 (Shenzhen Intermediate People's Court)

The Chinese subsidiary (ScienBiziP) of the Japanese electronics business Sharp Corporation entered

negotiations with Chinese handsets' manufacturer OPPO for a license for Sharp's SEPs in China. Afterwards, in

2020 Sharp filed a patent infringement injunction against OPPO in Japan and Germany based on its Japanese

and German patents covering intelligent terminal products regarding Wi‐Fi, 3G and 4G technologies. In

response, in March 2020, OPPO and its Shenzhen subsidiary, OPPO Shenzhen Corporation, filed a lawsuit in

the Shenzhen Intermediate People's Court, alleging that Sharp Corporation and its Chinese subsidiary had

breached their licensing obligation under FRAND terms during the licensing negotiation process.47 Sharp had

challenged the Chinese court's authority to hear the action on the grounds that similar cases were already

ongoing in Japan and Germany. Yet, the court ultimately rejected this argument and found that the Chinese
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court did have jurisdiction over this matter. The Supreme People's Court then denied Sharp Corporation's

appeal of the Shenzhen Intermediate People's Court's ruling.48 Then, on 16 October 2020, the Shenzhen

Intermediate People's Court issued an ASI, preventing Sharp from starting patent suits or asking for injunctions

against OPPO and its subsidiaries based on itsWiFi, 3G and 4G SEPs. The injunction was strengthened by daily

penalties.

(iv) Samsung v. Ericsson (Wuhan Intermediate People's Court).

The dispute between the Swedish company Ericsson and Samsung also involves SEPs covering 4G and 5G

technologies, the patents being owned by the former.49 In 2014, the parties had engaged into SEPs cross‐

licensing—yet the licence was set to expire at the end of 2020, and attempts at renegotiation failed.50 On 7

December 2020, Samsung filed a civil complaint in Wuhan, seeking a determination of the FRAND conditions

for a new worldwide licence. Yet, the SEP holder Ericsson was not notified. Being unaware of the Wuhan

proceedings, Ericsson sued Samsung in the District Court for the Eastern District of Texas for failing to

negotiate in good faith.51 In retaliation, Samsung petitioned theWuhan Intermediate People's Court for an ASI

against Ericsson's lawsuit in the US.52 Finally, the Intermediate People's Court granted Samsung the ASI

injunction on the grounds of avoiding jurisdictional conflicts among national authorities. The injunction issued

by the Wuhan court also prohibited Ericsson from seeking a FRAND judgement from another Chinese court

and from seeking an AASI to overturn theWuhan court's decision. The two companies eventually settled their

global disputes.

The emerging ASIs practice in Chinese courts has been perceived by the EU as increasingly aggressive. The

latter argues that China makes it difficult for European businesses that own crucial technology (3G, 4G and 5G) to

enforce their patents when they are exploited without authorisation or proper remuneration (the bloc is evidently

concerned that Chinese mobile phone makers can get access to European technology at a reduced cost). Emphasis

is also put on the fact that Chinese courts have granted the ASIs in question without notice or an opportunity for all

litigants to take part in the proceedings. Thus, also to avoid hefty penalties in China, European patent holders would

de facto be forced to settle these disputes in China for lower‐than‐market royalties, which in turn would restrict the

ability of European tech firms to compete and more broadly has negative effects on the European innovation

ecosystem.

Scholars have also criticised China's ASIs. It has been noted that these injunctions (especially those in

InterDigital v. Xiaomi and Ericsson v. Samsung) are geographically too broad as they prevent SEP owners from

deciding licensing issues and enforcing existing injunctions anywhere in the world;53 and in general, that ASIs

represent a challenge from a rule of law perspective.54 These points are backed up by recent findings of national

courts in Germany55 and France56 which as mentioned granted SEP owners AASIs to fend off ASIs' effects and thus

—the argument goes—aim to protect ordre public, property rights and ensure fair legal proceedings.

In July 2021, the European Union, concerned by the issuance of ASIs by Chinese courts, made a formal request

to China under Article 63(3) of theTRIPS Agreement.57 Through this request, the EU solicited information on recent

cases in which ASIs had been granted and the legal grounds for setting overall licensing rates and granting the

injunctions. In response, Chinese authorities denied their responsibility for releasing the requested information as

under TRIPS, asserting that there would be no obligation for China to respond to the EU's request for information.58

As a result, the EU started the consultations' phase of the WTO dispute settlement procedure in February 2022,

alleging a violation of TRIPS Articles 63(1) and 63(3).59 More importantly, in the request for consultation the EU

claimed that China's recent case law on ASIs amounts to a policy which violates several provisions of the TRIPS

Agreement, including Articles 28 (which gives patentees exclusive rights over their inventions), 41 (because China's

measures would create barriers to legitimate trade and fail to provide for safeguards against the abuse of

enforcement procedures) and 44 (because this policy would prevent, or try to prevent, the judicial authorities of

other WTO states from ordering a party to desist from an infringement in China).60 The United States, Canada and

Japan have also requested to join the consultations, which shows that the other ICT superpowers of the world have
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an interest in this case and are watching it closely. Consultations, however were not successful, and in December

2022 the European Union requested the WTO's Dispute Settlement Body to establish a panel to resolve the

dispute. The panel has been established in January 2023.61

4 | CHINESE ASIS AND JURISDICTIONAL SOVEREIGNTY

Some commentators contend that SEP‐related ASIs should be an exceptional remedy used only in limited and rare

circumstances and in a way which does not impact negatively on international comity.62 In other words, courts

should strictly analyse the repercussions on comity before granting ASIs to minimise the risk of jurisdictional

clashes. It has also been argued that ASIs within SEP disputes waste judicial resources, diminish trust in the court

system, and are capable of jeopardising international trade relationships.63 The ASIs granted by Chinese courts, and

challenged by the EU at the WTO, would epitomise such negative connotations of a jurisdictional measure which

has attracted criticism.64

It is certainly true that the ASIs granted by Chinese courts are broad (especially those issued in InterDigital

v Xiaomi and Ericsson v Samsung)—something which is not comparable to ASIs granted in other countries. Yet,

there are also some similarities with ASIs issued by US courts. Indeed, in Conversant v Huawei, the SPC took into

account factors analogous to those considered by some US courts, for example, in Microsoft v Motorola.65 In other

words, the legal basis of Chinese ASIs as act preservation measures is similar to the one relied on by US courts when

granting their own ASIs.66

It has also been interestingly noted that since Chinese judges started to be confronted with ASIs granted by

courts in other jurisdictions, then the issuance of Chinese ASIs should be considered a fair reply to other countries'

moves;67 and that the judiciary of any nation—not just US or UK—would be able to exercise such power.68 It should

be reminded that in 2018 UK started granting ASIs against Chinese companies, Conversant v Huawei and ZTE69

being the most striking example.70 Also, if UK courts decide they can determine a global FRAND license and thus

entice SEP disputes across the Channel—it has been pointed out—why should the Chinese judiciary restrain from

adopting an approach with the same effects which may attract SEP litigation in China?71 In this specific regard, Yu,

Contreras and Yang have made a convincing point: Chinese ASIs constitute a legal tool that local judges have

borrowed from other countries such as US (and adapted to the Chinese landscape) and used to respond to foreign

legal suits—a sort of legal transplant which eventually allows China to steer the development of SEP global

standards.72 Similarly, the influential English judge Richard Arnold has recently noted that ‘the EU [WTO] complaint

does not explain why it is acceptable for Western countries to grant such injunctions, but not […] Chinese

courts’73—a statement which matches China's very position at theWTO: ‘China said it is neither the creator nor the

major user of the anti‐suit injunction’.74

Yu, Contreras and Yang make another (related) convincing point. In an interesting twist of arguments, they

argue that the issuance of ASIs by Chinese courts aims at protecting their own jurisdiction and accordingly judicial

sovereignty.75 This is also what the SPC highlighted in its report on Conversant v Huawei:

• ‘Dealing with ASIs is an unavoidable problem confronting the Chinese judiciary in the intellectual property area.

Many Chinese lawsuits have already encountered ASIs issued by courts in other countries. The

internationalisation trend surrounding ASIs profoundly reflects the competition among major powers for

jurisdiction over international disputes and for dominance in rulemaking. The ASI is an important tool for

preventing and reducing the abuse of parallel litigation and safeguarding national judicial sovereignty. Without

ASIs, Chinese courts will be in a passive position in international judicial competition’.76

Thus, from this perspective, ASIs could be deemed as an instrument which allows Chinese courts to make

reciprocal arrangements to bolster (and not disturbe) international comity; and that symmetrically a foreign court's
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availability to comply with a legally granted Chinese ASI and its refusal to issue a ‘neutralising’ AASI, again can

promote international comity.77 And even where it is accepted that ASIs may interfere somewhat with comity, such

interference could be considered tolerable because of ASIs' temporary nature.78

The debate over SEP‐related ASIs, especially those issued by Chinese courts, and their impact on global

jurisdictional harmony is certainly polarised. One camp considers them a threat to other nations' jurisdictional

independence, the other does not condemn them and notes they can be guardian of the judicial autonomy of the

country which grants them, in our case China (but not only). Considering that other countries such as US have

granted ASIs in the context of SEPs, it cannot be ruled out that a WTO Panel considers them in line with TRIPS.

What is also clear is that the jurisdictional clashes of recent years, with a flurry of ASIs, AASIs and AAASIs, do not

benefit the ICT global market as a whole and as mentioned may eventually get out of control.

It is to neutralise or at least reduce such risk that a number of proposals to promote more jurisdictional

collaboration have been put forward. An interesting suggestion has been made by Jorge Contreras, that is, the

establishment of a nongovernmental FRAND rate‐setting tribunal whose main task would be to set FRAND fee

rates for SEPs.79 This proposal has been backed by other scholars80 and even mentioned by the UK Supreme Court

in Unwired Planet, which suggested that a world tribunal might be better placed to resolve SEP disputes rather than

through country‐by‐country enforcement. Specifically, it stated that ‘[t]he participants in the relevant industry…

can devise methods by which the terms of a FRAND licence may be settled,… by amending the terms of the policies

of the relevant SSOs to provide for an international tribunal …’.81

Regardless of the merits of such a proposal, the practical chances of establishing an international rate‐setting

tribunal are not high, at least in the current era. Less formal and more ‘soft law’ mechanisms might be more realistic

instead. National governments for example could more easily attempt to build up consensus or best practices on

FRAND calculation aspects, with the purpose of minimising the risk of jurisdictional clashes.82 Likewise, Geradin

and Katsifis noted that governments and other actors should take steps to establish SEP ‘best practices’ over

licensing disputes and FRAND methodologies: practices which could then form the basis for putting forward a

binding legal instrument such as an international treaty establishing binding rules over SEP licensing disputes aimed

at avoiding jurisdictional clashes (Geradin—Katsifis 2022).83 Reaching an international convention signed by all the

ICT superpowers and crystallising those practices would certainly be a welcome outcome for all stakeholders. Yet,

chances to reach consensus among governments during treaty negotiations are not high given the serious economic

and geopolitical interests at stake.84 The inability to attain consensus when it comes to burning SEP issues is

recurring, even inside the EU. The final report of the recent European Commission's Expert Group on Standards

Essential Patents was filled with dissenting opinions;85 and as a result, it was unable to achieve an agreement on the

future of SEP licensing and was criticised by both SEP owners and implementers.86

5 | CONCLUSION

The ASIs debate within the SEP context is heated. The cases and issues highlighted in this paper are testament to

that. Going forward, it will be interesting to monitor the evolution of the case law on ASIs (and AASIs and AAASIs) in

the territory of the key ICT superpowers (including India).

What is already clear is that China has emerged within this global ICT war for the dominion of international

markets, especially with regard to WiFi, 4G and 5G technologies and probably the upcoming 6G. And it has done so

by showcasing its availability to police SEP disputes by granting far‐reaching ASIs.87 A move which has prompted

the EU to challenge China at the WTO. But China is not the only country which issues ASIs and wants to position

itself as a major jurisdiction for global SEP litigation. The US and UK among other countries want to ‘be in the game’

as well and compete by relying on the same legal tools as those used by China, including the issuance of injunctions

which with different degrees of far‐reachingness and intensity aim at enticing SEP litigation.
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What is not clear is how theWTO row started by the EU will eventually play out. At the moment, it is difficult

to predict its outcome. If theWTO Panel eventually finds that Chinese ASIs violateTRIPS, ASIs issued by US and UK

and other jurisdictions—one may note—may also need to be condemned. It should moreover be reminded that the

tide against ASIs in continental Europe could also turn. Despite the opposition against these injunctions in the SEP

ecosystem in civil law countries, in recent years courts and commentators from these jurisdictions have shown a

degree of openness to the concept of ASIs in general.88 The whole legal landscape around ASIs and the SEP

jurisdictional issues seems thus in a state of flux—which makes the result of the EU‐triggered WTO case uncertain.
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